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Esplin: Joseph, Brigham and the Twelve: A Succession of Continuity

joseph brigham and the twelve
A succession of continuity
ronald K esplin

the

tragic murder of joseph smith and his brother hyrum in
shock waves through nauvoo thousands experienced
june 1844 sent shockwaves
a sense of deep personal loss it was difficult to conceive of another
filling josephs shoes despair and bewilderment combined with perfillingjosephs
vasive sorrow as the reality of the calamity settled over the city some
fearing that the internal dissension that had contributed to the
prophets death would intensify must have wondered whether the
church could survive
A visitor to nauvoo a few months later however would have encountered not chaos and confusion but harmony and optimism he
would have seen the saints under new leadership purposefully
pushing forward the measures of their deceased prophet with
more energy and intensity than ever before what had happened to
nauvoc
the crisis how had potential disaster been avoided for nauvoo
resident john fullmer the answer was that before his death joseph
smith had succeeded
in completely organizing the church conferring keys authority and en
doue ments upon the apostles and others so that the work can go on as
douements
well as when he alone was propelling it and better because there are
more now to push it each holding all the power which he held in the
priestly office I
1

mers view joseph smith had prepared for his death
fullmers
in Full
church history and senior research historian with the joseph
of this lecture was
orthis
fielding smith institute for church history brigham young university an earlier version ofthis
presented 13 may 1981 at brigham young university as part of a lecture series sponsored by the joseph
fielding smith institute
joseph fielding smith institute has conthe eJoseph
th
the interchange of ideas and information with colleagues in thejoseph
tri
tributed importantly to this paper also the willingness of andrew F ehat to share his particular expertise
has made this study more complete and precise in several areas than it otherwise would have been particularly 1I am indebted to him for additional information dating the unfolding of temple ordinances and for
joseph smiths last charge to the twelve
reminiscences increasing our understanding of ofjoseph
letterbook church archives
john fullmer to uncle john 27 september 1844 john S fullmer Letterbook
historical department ofthe
oflatter
of the church ofjesus christ of
odthe
latter day saints salt lake city utah hereafter cited
as church archives
in this and other quotations from manuscript materials abbreviations have been expanded and minimum punctuation and capitalization supplied to improve readability
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is an associate professor of
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what actually occurred in succession and why has been much
discussed but little understood
this is true partly because the
nauvoo antecedents of succession have received inadequate attention this study a summary of a larger work provides an overview of
the entire process of succession introducing and illustrating the
themes and events that contribute to an understanding of what occurred after the prophets death it is appropriate to begin with an
examination of how joseph smith understood his personal role and
mission and how that understanding influenced the nauvoo
experience of the saints
1I

NAUVOO AND THE MISSION OF JOSEPH SMITH

joseph smith saw himself as head of the dispensation of the
fulness
falness of times presiding over the restoration of all things and
charged with the establishment of a new zion on earth in preparation
for the eventual return of christ zion the new kingdom was to be a
theocracy a community of the righteous centered on the temple and
governed by revelation through gods priesthood though this vision had helped shape josephs community building efforts in
kirtland and missouri only in nauvoo did he have the security and
the resources to embark on what historian robert B flanders has
called the first full scale model of the mormon kingdom 2 sustained by a personal sense of urgency the prophet in nauvoo introduced
trod uced a series of innovations aimed at completing the foundation
for and implementing the full pattern of the kingdom of zion
morjoseph
joseph smith mormonism had never been static changing
forjoseph
for
Fo rJoseph
opportunites moreover
circumstances provided challenges and new opportunities
he preached continuous revelation and believed in a line upon line
precept upon precept unfolding of ancient patterns and eternal
truths both to himself as prophet and through him to his people as
they were prepared 1 I could explain a hundred fold more than I1
ever have of the glories of the kingdoms manifest to me
he once
were 1I permitted and were the people prepared to
remarked
receive them 3 he had an expansive vision of the kingdom and
worked to implement it and to prepare his people to accept it
dream and nightmare nauvoo revisited the restoration movement essays
mckiernan
in mormon history ed F mark McKi
coronado press 1973 p 156
errian et al lawrence kans
vay saints ed B H roberts 7 vols
day
the church of
jesus
joseph smith jr history odthe
ofjesus
lesus
lefus christ oflatter
of latter duy
ofthe
of tae
2d
ad ed rev salt lake city deseret book company 1951 5402 hereafter cited as history odthe
fae
the church
of fad
ofthe
chii
child
d the passage continued communicating
the lord deals with this people as a tender parent with a chil
light and intelligence and the knowledge of his ways as they can bear it
this was a frequent theme in the
prophets teachings

robert

B

flanders
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but many did not accept new teachings easily some not at all
many seal up the door of heaven complained joseph by saying
so far god may reveal and I1 will believe
but no further 4 he once
compared the difficulty of getting anything into the heads of this
even the saints were slow to understand with trygeneration
ing to split a hemlock knot with a corn dodger for a wedge and a
purnkin
pumkin
dumkin for a beetle that is it could not be done I have tried for
a number of years to get the minds of the saints prepared to receive
the things of god but we frequently see some of them after suffering
all they have for the work of god will fly to peaces like glass as soon as
any thing comes that is contrary to their traditions they cannot stand
anything
the fire at all 5
again this concern was not new to nauvoo in connection with
the kirtland temple ordinances according to george A smith some
apostatized because there was too much and some because there was
too little he felt that had the lord on that occasion revealed one
sentiment further
he would have upset the whole of us 6
the resistance to change and the slowness to accept an expanding
difficulties in nauvoo
gospel were important factors in the kirtland dffficulties
they became even more significant
prepare
pare the saints
in nauvoo the prophet consciously labored to pre
for innovations and succeeded in introducing many
where
resistance was too great he concluded to move ahead privately among
those he felt would embrace the expanded teachings preserve them
and eventually deliver them to the church while this commitment
to private teachings greatly complicated nauvoo society it unburdened a prophet who felt the necessity of delivering the full plan to
inthe saints in the spring of 1842 as regular private instruction in
creased heber C kimball understood the prophet s mood
brother joseph feels as well as I1 ever see him he wrote to parley P
pratt
one reason is he has got a small company that he feels safe
in thare hanjds
hanjes
hanlds
hanl
hani ds and that is not all he can open his bosom too
and feel him self safe 7
1

joseph smith diary

11 june 1843

joseph smith collection church archives this resistance to innova-

tion was in spite of the article of faith which proclaimed we believe all that god has revealed all that he
does now reveal and we believe that he will yet reveal many great and important things
diary of wilford woodruff 21 january 1844 wilford woodruff papers church archives
qfdiscourses
discourse by george A smith 18 march 1855 journal ofdiscourses
of Discourses 26 vols london latter day
ap 214 17 for his discussion of this whole
saints book depot 1854 1886 reprint ed 1967 2215 see pp
problem
gheber
eber C kimball to parley P pratt 17 june 1842 parley P pratt papers church archives while
7heber
some private councils mainly involved the twelve others involved the quorum of those who had received
temple ordinances and instruction under joseph smith the small company mentioned here was of the
latter type
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though comfortable for the prophet the private

circle itself was
not without difficulties even among those whom he selected to
receive additional instruction were those who failed to keep confi
or who could not accept what he taught them consequentfidences
ly joseph moved cautiously even with those closest to him to one of
the prophets characteristic warnings that if he told all he knew of the
kingdom of god many would leave him or even rise up and kill him
brigham young is said to have replied
then do not tell me
anything that 1I cant bear for 1I dont want to apostatize 8
in nauvoo then there was a private gnosis in this case an

authorized private teaching under the direction of the prophet
joseph once said that he had taught all his strongest doctrines in
public and it may be true that existing accounts of public utterances
reveal allusions to perhaps all the prophets doctrines but he did not
develop and explain his teachings in public as he did in private
there were in nauvoo different levels of understanding among the
saints 9
reading the teachings of the prophet joseph smith or the
joseph smith leaves the impression that we have essentially
words of ofjoseph
all that the prophet taught such accounts do present his recorded
teachings and words but the original records in fact contain probably
less than twenty percent of his known public discourses and almost
nothing of his private amplifications 10 wilford woodruff a man
who expended much time and energy to preserve accounts ofofjosephs
josephs
public teachings characteristically reported of lengthy private sessions
merely that we received good instruction or we received some instructions concerning the priesthood 11 this was apparently so
because of an explicit policy of not writing even privately the private
teachings other examples illustrate this policy
see reminiscence of robert horne
millennial
m mix
ennid star 55 4 september 1893 585
home in
Mil
aa
A careful reading of
stan larson the king follett discourse A newly amalgamated text brigham
9a
ofstad
ofstan
young university studies 18 winter 1978 198 208 is instructive in
m this regard while this carefully recorded sermon is thought to be one of the boldest and most explicit the prophet ever preached wilford
of many odthe
the concepts mentioned
of
ofmany
ofthe
woodruff apparently had from private instruction a fuller understanding osmany
the italicized portions of the amalgamated text are additions that only the woodruff version provides the
explanation for these expansions by wilford woodruff is
is probably not that he heard what other recorders did
not but that he already understood and could therefore clarify what the prophet only alluded to the
teachings of the king follett discourse were not new to wilford woodruff and others who had been privately

taught by the prophet
according to historian deanjessee
Dean jessee contemporary records mention more than 250 public sermons and
tofany
there were no doubt others no verbatim transcripts exist ofany
of any ofthose
of those clerks skilled in shorthand were not
orthose
available in
m the church until just after the prophets death and reasonably adequate summaries of only
about fifty
wilford woodruff diary 17 and 24 december 1843
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in the spring of 1842 apostle parley P pratt presided over the
british mission while other apostles in nauvoo received vital private
teachings excited to share the new developments with his colleague
apostle heber C kimball wrote his fellow apostle pratt that they
eved some pressious
reci
relieved
preshious
had recieved
pres sious things through the prophet on the
hood that would caus your soul to rejoice but then had to
preasthood
preast
note 1 I can not give them to you on paper fore they are not to be
briten
riten 12
A comment by brigham young in the september 1844 trial of
sidney rigdon makes a similar point to demonstrate Rig
rigdons
dons
standing in the church william marks referred to written revelations no man he concluded had been ordained to as much as
president rigdon brigham young responded
had no evidence but the written
word but if this people have no evidence but the written word it is
sed for the remission of their
baptised
baptized
quite time to go to the river and be bapti
sins
brother marks
dont know all the ordinations nor
he wont till he knows something more than the written word
I have known
1

that brother marks

later brigham added

As to a person not knowing more than the
written word let me tell you that there are keys that the written word
never spoke of nor never will 13
private teachings continued to complicate nauvoo society frequent private sessions involving an expanding group of intimates
could not be entirely hidden 14 furthermore as part of his effort to
prepare the saints eventually to receive these things the prophet

and later hyrum smith brigham young and others alluded in
public to these private teachings As might be expected nauvoo
rumor mills churned out speculation and distorted versions of supmany learned of these things first in
posed private teachings
mutilated form through the grapevine all of this occasioned the
strong and repeated nauvoo admonitions that the mysteries of the
kingdom were not to be taught unless authorized and certainly not
only in
by the elders when preaching abroad they would be taught onlyin
nauvoo church leaders counseled although in connection with the

heber C kimball to parley P pratt 17 june 1842 pratt papers
13 times and seasons 5
1 october 1844
666
14for
for more information on nauvoo private meetings see D michael quinn
byustudies
studies 19 fall 1979 88 96
circles BYU

latter day saint prayer
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temple they would later become available to every saint who
prepared 15
nauvoo innovations and the secrecy that surrounded some of
them led to a doctrinal divergence of considerable proportions and to
division and apostasy that eventually endangered the city and contri buted to the prophets death many came to accept the plurality of
tributed
gods new temple ordinances new theocratic practices and even
plural marriage while others mistrusted and finally rejected the
even among those privately taught by
whole nauvoo package
the prophet the new teachings appeared to some as the capstone on a
finally completed edifice while for others they became a stumbling
block that could neither be ignored nor removed
why did joseph smith resolutely move ahead with such probwas this simply a case of misjudgment and
lematic innovations
ns
innovation
innovatio
mismanagement by a leader who in the view of one historian was
himself 16 did
losing control of many affairs and perhaps of himself16
joseph become unbalanced by the pressures from enemies on the
one hand and a growing sense of power and control in nauvoo on
the other or had he embarked fearlessly on a course he felt to be required whether or not it caused offense
the prophet clearly enjoyed his position at the head of a growing
nauvoo theocracy and found the trappings of his station to his liking
it is doubtful that these things unbalanced him however and they
certainly do not explain his actions what makes his actions comprehensible is an awareness of his internal agenda and personal
timetable early in the nauvoo period joseph smith concluded that
his own time was short and that he simply had to accomplish certain
things regardless of the cost furthermore there is evidence that at
least to some extent he understood the probable cost 17 if nauvoo
for the first time provided the opportunity to develop new institunauvoc that he felt a
tional and doctrinal patterns it was also in nauvoo
official description of the first nauvoo endowments in may 1842 included the explanation that
nothing was made known to these men but what will be made known to all the saints of the last days so
the
soon as they are prepared to receive and a proper place is prepared to communicate them history odthe
of rhe
ofthe
church 52 it is clear that public allusions created in the saints a sense of anticipation about the new
teachings to accompany the completion of the temple
for examples of the emphasis on not teaching the mysteries abroad see hyrum smith in times and
seasons 5 15 march 1844 474 and hyrum smith and heber kimball in thomas bullock conference
minutes 8 april 1844 church archives see also wilford woodruff diary 8 9 april 1844
robert B flanders nauvoo kingdom on the mississippi urbana university of illinois press 1965

the

pp
ap 152 53
17 17according
according to brigham young joseph said on more than one occasion that he expected the introduction
of plural marriage could lead to his death discourse by brigham young 8 october 1866 brigham young
papers church archives
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growing sense of personal urgency to do so a relentless feeling that
he would not have another chance
many documents preserve this sense of foreboding and urgency
on the eve of the nauvoo experience for example lyman wight
witnessed joseph smith prophesy in liberty jail that he would never
live to see his fortieth birthday 18 immediately after the prophets
death several of the twelve testified he had frequently said
brethren the lord bids me hasten the work in which we are engaged or I know not why but for some reason I1 am constrained to
hasten my preparations 19 such statements led one intimate of
joseph smith to conclude that the lord had pushed things forward
rather prematurely on account of the shortness of josephs time 20
there is also striking evidence during joseph smiths lifetime
his april 1842 remarks to the female relief society were especially
revealing the church was not yet fully or properly organized he
told the sisters something he could remedy only in connection with
the temple and temple ordinances he spoke of big elders who
had caused difficulties because they spoke publicly of the things he
taught them privately nonetheless he told them he intended to
deliver vital keys to the relief society and to the church for accordspecifically
ing to his prayers god had appointed him elsewhere
he continued he did not know as he should have many opporties of teaching them that they were going to be left to them
tunities
tuni
delvs
selvs
that the church would not have his instruction long and
the world would not be troubled with him a great while 21
this sense of personal foreboding led him that spring to increase
the tempo of his preparations including a few days later the administration of the first temple related endowments in nauvoo
other statements in the months of life remaining indicate joseph
smiths continuing awareness that his own time would be
shortened 22 far from his deaths catching him totally unprepared
this awareness drove the prophet to actions and innovations that
otherwise might have awaited a more propitious time
1

wilford woodruff diary 28 july 1844 lyman wight told this to his fellow apostles as they traveled
back to nauvoo after the martyrdom he said joseph warned him not to reveal it until after the prophets
death
wun
nun
dated certificate of the twelve ca fall 1844 or winter 1845 brigham young papers and 1 january
nunnated
nundated
undated
see also orson hydes
1511
1844 public proclamation of parley P pratt millennial star 5 march 1845 15
6511
remarks in times and seasons 5 15 september 1844 65
2020joseph
they might have known that he
joseph fielding journal as published by andrew F ehat ed
byustudies
was not a fallen prophet the nauvoo journal of ofjoseph
studies 19 winter 1979 154
joseph fielding BYU
minutes of the nauvoo female relief society 28 april 1842 church archives
for a discussion of some of these see richard L anderson joseph smiths prophecies of
2for
ifor
sterry symposium A sesquicentenniallook
sesquicentennial loog
B sperry
look at church history
eighth annual sidney K
martyrdom the
th e provo
january 26 1980
ap 1 14
utah church educational system 1980 pp
18
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11
IL
II

THE QUORUM OF THE TWELVE

A brief review of the history of the

quorum of the twelve

apostles under joseph smith is another essential preliminary to
understanding succession the quorum of the twelve was first
organized february 1835 in kirtland
A month later the new
apostles received a revealed charter now known as section 107 of the
doctrine and covenants it outlined though not without ambiguities the scope of their authority and their relationship to other
qu orums from this beginning both the theology of the twelve
quorums
and scriptural precedent allowed for and suggested an exalted role for
the new quorum 23
in practice however such a role never developed in kirtland
much to the discomfiture of some of the apostles there the prophet
made it clear that the high councils had jurisdiction over the stakes of
zion while the apostles presided elsewhere only As a result the
apostles had perhaps less influence and certainly less public promcies nor were they
inence than the high council or the stake presidencies
presiden
as intimate with joseph smith or relied upon as heavily by him as
were these other officials 24
brigham young came to believe that this period of humiliation a time when joseph smith occasionally seemed to snub the
apostles intentionally was a necessary preparation for later expanded
service if it were a test many did not pass for partly due to the
frustrations of their position most of this first twelve fell away within
three years of their ordination although some only temporarily and
the twelve ceased to function as a quorum after the first fifteen
months or so of its existence 25 before that occurred however the
apostles forced the prophet to clarify whether or not they were above
the high council in authority the twelve joseph declared in
january 1836 stood in authority next to the presidency and are not
subject to any other than the first presidency 26
1837
183
185 7 1838 gave opporthe missouri and kirtland difficulties of 1857
tunity for some of the apostles especially brigham young and heber
C kimball to demonstrate their firm loyalty to the prophet it was
see for example doctrine and covenants 10724 before the apostles had a central
sce

role in practice

other revelations also suggested this potential see especially dac 11230 and 124127 28
24for
for details see ronald K esplin the emergence of brigham young and the twelve to mormon
leadership 1830 1841
phd dissertation brigham young university 1981 pp
15off
ap 150ff
15 15esplin
esplin emergence of brigham young and the twelve p 203
26joseph smith
diary 16 january 1836 see also the discussion in esplin emergence of brigham young
and the twelve ap
pp 182 85 it should be noted that at this time such a clarification had no immediate implications for succession As D michael quinn carefully demonstrated in the mormon succession crisis of
1844
BYU studies 16 winter 1976 187 201 had joseph smith died in 1836 there were several other
potential modes of succession
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there that joseph smith first came to look towards apostles young
kimball and others to fill larger roles he selected heber C kimball
ad the first mission abroad and when david whitmer and the
htad
atad
to hi
missouri presidency were removed in the spring of 1838 he installed
thomas marsh david patten and brigham young the three senior
temm
tern
apostles as the presidency pro term
tem of that stake of zion 27 with
joseph smith sidney rigdon and others in jail a few months later
the presidency wrote an important letter to apostles kimball and
young stating explicitly that inasmuch as the presidency were
unavailable the leadership of the church devolved upon you that
even before this formal delegation the two apostles
is the twelve
had recognized their authority and their responsibility and had
stepped forward to lead the beleagured saints 28
it was as temporary leaders during this time of crisis that the
twelve for the first time functioned effectively as an administrative
unit at first only apostles young kimball and newly ordained
john taylor were available to assist in the missouri migration 29 soon
however john E page george A smith and wilford woodruff
earlier named as apostles by the prophet began to function with
their brethren joseph smiths release from jail in the spring of 1839
inaugurated for the twelve a season of frequent councils with the
presidency something earlier apostles had only dreamed of to instruct them as a quorum before their departure for england and it
was in england that the twelve came into its own as a powerful and
united entity functioning with remarkable effectiveness both as a
missionary cadre and as an administrative quorum
not all of the twelve participated in their quorum mission to
england and it is notable that only those who did figured prominently in succession 30 apparently this shared experience especially
the individual demonstration of faith and commitment to the mission under adverse conditions was an almost necessary school for later
leadership the experience unified the apostles and taught them to
rely on each other and on the lord they left england with a greater
sense of the power and responsibility of their office and with new
see history of heber chase kimball by his own dictation heber C kimball papers church
sce
sec
archives and minutes 6 8 april 1838 far west record church archives
see president heber C kimballsjournal
the
kem
Kim
balls journal seventh book odthe
kimballs
tie faith promoting series salt lake city
of ter
juvenile instructor office 1882 pp
ap 66 67 for the full text of the letter esplin emergence of brigham
young and the twelve pp
ap 360 64 discusses the letter and provides the location of manuscript copies
19 19parley
parley pratt was in jail orson pratt was unavailable david patten had been killed orson hyde had
apostatized with thomas marsh and william smith was looking out mainly for himself some appointed to
fill vacancies had not yet been ordained
30williarn
william smith and john E page failed to obey the call lyman wight was not named to the quorum
until just before the apostles returned to america
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confidence in themselves and in brigham young as their leader it
was more than coincidence that the nine of the twelve who filled
fille1 this
mission were the same nine who later received ordinances and additional authority under the hands of the prophet which the other three
apostles did not and that they were the ones who led the body of the
church to the west after his death 31
initially seven of the twelve traveled to england in their first
quorum meeting abroad april 1840 brigham young ordained to
the apostleship his cousin willard richards named by the prophet to
that office in 1838 but unordained because of his absence in england
that ordination completed the cast of those apostles important to
succession As the eight apostles laboring in england prepared to
leave in the spring of 1841 orson hyde traveling alone on his special
appointment to jerusalem joined them that april in manchester
nine of the twelve brigham young heber C kimball orson
hyde parley P pratt orson pratt john taylor wilford woodruff
george A smith and willard richards all of the apostles who
would later join with brigham young in leading the saints met as a
quorum for the first time
enthusiastic and confident the apostles returned to a prophet
who more than ever needed their assistance in the increasing labors of
his office the success demonstrated maturity and selfless dedication of the apostles english labors gave them new credibility among
the saints at home and satisfied joseph smith that finally he had a
quorum he could fully rely upon consequently only one month
1841 formally
after their return to nauvoo joseph smith in august 1841
and explicitly gave them an enduring grant of new authority
the
twelve should be authorized he told a special conference to assist
in managing the affairs of the kingdom in this place that is in
nauvoo an organized stake of
zion indeed the headquarters stake
ofzion
henceforth according to the minutes the apostles were to regulate
and superintend the affairs of the church not merely as a temthe time had
porary expediency but as the duties of their office
come when the twelve should be called upon to stand in their place
not only abroad but at the stakes 32
next to the first presidency
willard richardss
ss terse diary notation following the meeting probrichards
Richard
conably accurately expressed the sense of the occasion
ference business of the church given to the 12
when wilford
emergence of brigham young and the twelve pp
ap 427 29 the entire mission experience is
detailed and its impact analyzed on pp
ap 427 98
3minutes
minutes 16 august 1841 general minutes collection church archives and a printed version in
3esplin
esplin

times and seasons

2

1

september 1841

5521

22
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woodruff returned to nauvoo a short time later he too preserved the
essence of the new arrangement in a phrase
the temporal business
of the church is laid upon the hands of the twelve 33
ahlie the new involvements of the twelve extended considerably beyond temporal affairs it is probable that the workaday
realities of their enlarged assignment probably fit closely elder
woodruffe assessment they became involved in both raising funds
woodruffs

for and in constructing of the nauvoo house and the temple in
aiding the poor in managing land and other church temporalities
ties
temporali
they directed the settlement of new emigrants into nauvoo and participated in both political decisions and in decisions affecting nauvoo
business and economic development in harmony with a february
1842 revelation the twelve soon controlled the times and seasons
and eventually all church publishing 34 the quorum of the twelve
also directed the calling assigning and instructing of missionaries
presided over conferences both in the field and in nauvoo and
regulated the branches abroad 35
unlike some of the earlier apostles impatient for additional
prestige and authority the twelve in 1841 apparently accepted their
new responsibilities as duty and especially at first exercised their expanded authority cautiously aware that the high council had
previously exercised exclusive jurisdiction in the stakes brigham
young felt it necessary to deny explicitly in the august 1841 conference that he and his colleagues had ambitiously sought new
authority
nothing could be farther from his wishes and that of his
quorum he assured his listeners than to interpose with church
affairs at zion and her stakes
nonetheless he affirmed he and the
brethren would do whatever joseph assigned 36
while many of the twelve s nauvoo involvements were public
available for all to see and to judge the prophet also made further
private clarification of their authority when it was suggested that
the high council and not the twelve should preside over a certain
trial the prophet said that the high council had no jurisdiction in the
willard richards diary 16 august 1841 willard richards papers church archives and wilford
woodruff diary 8 october 1841
woodruffdiary
34
wilford woodruff diary 8 february 1842 A revelation was given a few days since for the twelve to
au
ail the church
ali
obtain the printing establishment
and govern the printing of the times and seasons and all
publications as they are directed by my holy spirit in the midst of their councils saith the lord
although enough data about other involvements of the twelve is now available to expand his analysis
T edgar lyon in nauvoo and the council of the twelve
the restoration movement essays in mormon
history pp
ap 167 205 still provides a useful overview of the nauvoo activities of the apostles for examples
of the twelve to the presidency see notices in times
odthe
of the scope of apostolic authority and of the relationship ofthe
and seasons 3 16 may 1842 798
36 minutes 16 august 18411 times andseasons
and seasons 2 1 september 1841 52
und
of the twelve
5211 see also epistle odthe
ofthe
184
times and seasons 3 1 april 1842 736 738
33
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matter that the twelve had jurisdiction over all places and this in
all the world he spoke of the dignified station of the twelve and
wished them to arise and magnify their calling
As if they were
wer still
too cautious or timid he then reproved the apostles for lack of
diligence 37 in contrast to kirtland from august 1841 on the
twelve in nauvoo were never overshadowed either publicly or
privately by the high council or any other leadership quorum
lii
ili
111
III

preparations FOR succession

the

new involvements of the twelve were not limited to the
concern with the teachings and ordinances of the
temporal
temple not just financing and construction is one thread that runs
throughout their nauvoo experience a thread of tremendous importance for succession 38 almost immediately after their return from
england they participated in baptisms for the dead including
assisting the prophet in dedicating a temporary baptismal font for
that purpose As early as december 1841 the apostles published a
general epistle to the saints titled baptism for the dead which
stressed the importance of the temple and its ordinances 39 once in
nauvoo they also resumed the council meetings and close personal
relationship with joseph smith that they had first experienced in the
summer of 1839 the prophet manifested his mighty power and
wisdom and knowledge more clearly in such councils in the midst
of his intimate friends than in any other setting thought wilford
my soul has been much edifyed
woodruff
edified of late from time to
time in hearing joseph the seer convers about the mysteries of the

kingdom of god 40
in the months ahead such meetings provided the twelve a literal
school of the prophets
A december 1841 meeting one of the few
for which we have some detail foreshadows later nauvoo developments and was perhaps typical of such private discussions
the
apostles and a few others met at the prophets home on a sunday
evening heber Kim
balls explanation of the parable of the potter
kimballs
stressing that all must be pliable in the hands of god received
josephs approbation joseph followed with an acknowledgment that
31levi
levi richards

diary 27 may 1843 church archives

I1 appreciate

andrew ehat for bringing this source

to my attention
31for
for a comprehensive treatment of the temple and succession see the unpublished manuscript by
andrew F ehat joseph smiths introduction of temple ordinances and the 1844 mormon succession
question
A condensed version of this important study will appear in a future issue of B
BYU
YU studies
und
times andseasons
and seasons 3 15 december 1841 625 27
40 wilford
40witford
witford woodruffdiary
woodruff diary 19 february 1842 for examples ofearlier
woodruff entries for
of earlier meetings see woodruffentries
31

october 28 and 30 november and 27 december 1841
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some dissatisfaction existed in nauvoo because he did not deliver to
the saints more of the word of god the saints he said in defense
were not prepared to receive what he had no says he not one in
this room
he then chastised those present for unbelief and further
explained that one reason the saints did not have the secrets of the
lord was their inability to maintain confidences I can keep a secret
till doomsday he added brigham young followed with an admonition to keep each commandment as it came from the lord by
the mouth of the prophet
interestingly this was one of the last occasions that wilford woodruff recorded in his diary the prophets
nonpublic teachings the lord and the prophet had commanded
concluded
edily
spedily
sp
that a temple be built and we should do it speedily
brigham young 41 for their part the apostles determined to be
pliable obedient and where necessary silent
by the spring of 1842 joseph smith had concluded that the introduction
tro duction of additional temple ordinances could not await the completion of the temple on 4 may 1842 in the second story of his red
brick store he introduced the first full temple endowments among
the nine men involved that day were the three apostles who later
formed the first presidency brigham young heber C kimball
and willard richards 42 from that beginning joseph smith ininvolved the twelve in each step as he unfolded all of the
timately
ti
temple related keys ordinances and teachings eventually nine of
the twelve the same nine who first met as a quorum in england
received the fulness
falness of the priesthood ordinances in nauvoo under
the prophets direction
after the martyrdom these apostles
mobilized the saints to finish the temple and then administered to
them the same ordinances
during his final months joseph smith completed the introduction of all temple ordinances the implementation of new institutional patterns and the preparation of the twelve to administer these
things in his absence As one close associate wrote soon after the
1

martyrdom
all had been done joseph and hyram had done

all that they could
have done and the foundation of the great work of the last days was
12appostles
Appostles who had been inlaid so that it could be finished by the 12 appostles
structed
struc ted in all things pertaining to the kingdom of god on the earth 43
4wilford
twilford woodruff diary 19 december 1841
wilford
42 history of the church
ehats discussion of this in
51 2 see also chats

fielding
13

nauvoo journal of joseph

p 159 n 77

ehat ed

nauvoo journal of ofjoseph
joseph fielding
nauvoojournal

p 153
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during this same period the prophet also expressed concretely his
feelings for the responsibilities and privileges of his own seed in continuing the work he had begun three propositions amplified and
discussed below focus attention on themes central to these final

preparations

that

because of the proven com
competence
peten ce and loyalty of the
competen
competed
twelve joseph smith privately prepared them and fully authorized
them by priesthood keys and the knowledge of temple ordinances
and doctrine to carry on his mission no other quorum or group of
men was similarly authorized prepared and charged
2
that joseph smith anticipated later important leadership
roles for his sons and that birthright and lineal descent were significant concepts both to him and to brigham young and the twelve
3
that neither the prophet nor the twelve saw apostolic
possession of the keys of the kingdom with concommitant responsibility
sibi lity to bear off the kingdom in josephs absence and lineal
priesthood rights as incompatible
during the last months of
josephs life the two were closely intertwined and throughout the
nineteenth century brigham young and the apostles viewed the
possibility of the prophets sons fulfilling their birthright as complementary
plemen tary to their own responsibilities
A chronological review of the prophets essential actions in
1843 1844 illustrates the interrelationship of these concerns
full priesthood authority was not yet available in the church
brigham young told the philadelphia saints as late as august 1843
falness of the melchizedek priesthood he must
for one to have the fulness
be a king and a priest he told them and if any yet were he was not
aware of it 44 brigham young here referred to a specific temple
related anointing that he anticipated but had not yet received he
probably understood what had so far prevented the introduction of
the ordinance and he no doubt would have agreed with the
prophets decision to move ahead as soon as the way opened in spite
of the absence of most of the twelve 45
on 22 7 august in nauvoo joseph smith discussed the fulness
falness of
the priesthood publicly in more detail than at any other time the
ordinance imparted he taught all that could be given to man on
1

wilford woodruff diary 6 august 1843 later that month joseph smith alluded to the same things
is the greatest yet experienced in this church
when he said publicly that abrahams patriarchal power
franklin D richards scriptural items 27 august 1843 as quoted in andrew F ehat and lyndon W
of joseph smith the contemporary accounts of the nauvoo discourses of the
cook eds the words ofjoseph
prophet joseph provo religious studies center 19801
prophetjoseph
1980 p 245
see ehat joseph smiths introduction of temple ordinances
45see
for analysis of the factors which
influenced the prophets timing
44
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the earth 46 one month later joseph smith introduced for the first
falness of the priesthood anointing of the apostles only
time the fulness
john taylor who received his endowments on the same day was
present in october before the arrival of the other apostles the
falness ordinance for a handful of men inprophet presided over the fulness
cluding his brother hyrum and stake president william marks
brigham young received the same ordinance 22 november 1843
soon after his return from the east and under his direction other
members of his quorum soon followed 47
with the apostles in nauvoo joseph smith in december
launched a period of intensive private instruction and ordinance
work sometimes he met only with the quorum of the twelve more
often during this period he convened all of those who had been endowed a group also referred to as a quorum
by early december
this group included eight of the twelve with a ninth added
23 december
saturday 2 december wilford woodruff george A smith
parley pratt and orson hyde met with the quorum and conversed
preparitory to furupon a variety of subjects and were endowed preparatory
ther blessings 48 from then throughout december and january
joseph smith continued his frequent private teaching sunday
president joseph
met with the quorum
17 december
saturday
smith met with us also we received good instruction
met with the quorum through the day
to
23 december
conduct business including the endowment of orson pratt sunday
24 december
in the evening I1 again met with the quorum
satwe received some instructions concerning the priesthood
met in council in the afternoon and herd a
urday 30 december
which was truly interesting and edifying
lecture delivered
met with the quorum and we had an insunday 7 january 1844
met with the
sunday 14 january
teresting time of instruction
te
quorum of the twelve conversed upon a variety of subjects building the temple the endowment etc some good ideas advanced
wednesday 17 january in the middle of this period of intensive temple related ordinance work and instruction the prophet
of the
odthe
ful ness ofthe
falness
quotation is from heber C kimball diary 26 december 1845 for information about fulness
priesthood and the ordinance see the prophets discourse 27 august 1843 in ehat and cook eds the
hoseph
ap 302 307 especially n 30
joseph smith pp
47 along with editorial notes on pp
words of ofjoseph
245
ap 243
2437
2457
dates for individual ordinances have been drawn from andrew F ehat A summary of data on the
individuals who received the endowment before ordinance work began in the nauvoo temple used by
permission copy in possession of the author ehat prepared this summary after extensive work in relevant
41

primary materials

wilford woodruff diary
also from the woodruff diary
48

2

december

1843

andjanuary
january that follow are
quotations from december and
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blessed his oldest son joseph that his own anointing shall be upon
which
the head of my son and that he shall be my successor
belo ngeth to him by blessing and also by right
appointment belongeth
rather than a bestowal of authority this was a conditional designation or call to later leadership 49 according to reminiscences john
taylor was present on this occasion and the other apostles were
probably soon informed 50 A few days later joseph smith directed
falness of the priesthood
that eight more of the twelve receive their fulness
anoint ings
anointings
in retrospect the twelve saw this period as essential in their own
preparation to carry on joseph smiths work after him would this
blessing of young joseph have surprised disturbed or confused
them probably not for one thing they were not yet willing in
january 1844 to acknowledge even to themselves that the prophet
had need for an immediate successor because of their love for him
and their unwillingness to part with him they had discounted his
portentous remarks and refused to entertain thoughts of an imminent
change in their relationship that along with the fact that young
joseph was not yet twelve must have encouraged their propensity to
relegate any question of succession to the future in the meantime
intent on learning their own duties they focused on the demands of

ft

the immediate future
it should also be noted that a future role for josephs sons was
not a new idea for the apostles no doubt they knew of the statethat joseph smiths
january 1841 thatjoseph
ment in the important revelation ofofjanuary
blessing and anointing shall also be put upon the head of his
posterity after him and that in him and his seed as with abraham
before him shall the kindred of the earth be blessed 51 it is also
possible that part of the private instruction of this period included expression from the prophet of his hopes for his sons with explanations
n the RLDS
RIDS library archives the
bullock text of the 17 january 1844 blessing is im
of latter day saints independence missouri both the text
ofjesus christ oflatter
auditorium reorganized church ofjesus
I was
and the memory of young joseph confirm that this was a blessing or designation not an ordination 1 iwas
not ordained by my father as his successor he later declared according to my understanding of the word
ordain I1 was not 1I was blessed and designated
ordainiwasnot
this constituted a conditional call a blessing conferred
upon me and by the act conferring certain privileges upon me or to designate me to a certain work depending as I1 understood it then and understand it now upon good behavior and upon any subsequent call 1I

the thomas
19the

111
in temple lot suit
pleading
complainants abstract of ofpleading
joseph smith III
testimony of ofjoseph
might receive
ili
him
nim
Evidence lamoni iowa herald publishing house 1893 p 79 italics as in
m the original for scriptural
andevidence
and
121 34ff
ff for a treatment of the RLDS
m this conditional sense see matthew 2016
20 16 and dac 12134
use of call in
III and the
view of this designation see W grant mcmurray
true son of a true father joseph smith 111
ili
succession question restoration studies I1 sesquicentennial edition ed maurice L draper and clare D
vlahos independence temple school the auditorium 1980 ap
pp 131 41

see testimony ofjames whitehead in temple lot suit complainants abstract pp
sec
ap 32 33 36 37
more than a half century later however wilford woodruff expressly denied any specific memory of such a
blessing

d&c
dac

124 57
12457

58
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of how their role would relate to the apostolic charge and it is certain
blood lines chosen lineage and priesthood rights were part of
that bloodlines
those temple related private teachings
on 20 january the saturday following josephs blessing of his
son heber C kimball became the second of the apostles to receive
falness of the priesthood ordinances this under the direction of
the fulness
joseph smith but with brigham young his quorum president officia
ficiating
ting 52 during the next eleven days the remainder of the nine
apostles received those ordinances under the hands of as wilford
woodruff expressed it apostles brigham young and heber C
53
kimball by order of joseph the prophet 53
sunday 21 january may have been the day that joseph smith
following his regular sunday preaching answered a question about
who would be his successor by pointing out his young son joseph
seated with him on the stand 54 appropriately in the midst of this
period of intensive ordinance work and instruction josephs sermon
my ownly trouble at the
that day discussed temple ordinances
present he told the saints is concerning ourselves that the saints
will be divided and broken up and scattered before we get our salvation secure
he noted that many asked if it were not possible to be
saved without going through all these ordinances
falness of
the fulness
salvation he answered was not possible without them 55 that evefalness of the priesthood he and
ning parley pratt received the fulness
others in attendance with the prophet received many good exhortaconcerning the things of god
tions
between 2 5 january and

january orson hyde orson pratt willard richards wilford
woodruff john taylor and george A smith received the same keys
and blessings throughout this period the twelve and others coni on 56
tinued to meet for instruct
instruction
the story of joseph smiths concern for his lineage and their
birthright does not end with the blessing of his young son
sonjoseph
joseph 57
31

kirtland temple where quorum president thomas B marsh
was anointed and authorized to officiate for his quorum
53note
note at beginning of wilford woodruff diary for 1847
1855
1853
18471853
james whitehead whose several reminiscent accounts are not internally consistent and who sometimes
included details that are demonstrably in error insisted that this occurred on the sunday meeting following
the blessing see complainants abstract pp
ap 32 33 36 37 here he was correct in saying that the blessing
burred
occurred
ac
urred in the winter of 1843 1844 and in remembering a wednesday in another account however he
0c
thought it occurred soon after the council of
fifty was organized while other informants remembered an ocoffifty
casion shortly before joseph smith went to carthage it is possible some such public mention was made
perhaps on more than one occasion as was the case with the prophets announcement that he had shifted the
burden of the kingdom to the twelve but it seems unlikely any formal action was taken publicly and no
5

this

was the same order followed in the

record survives

joseph smith p 319
ehat and cook eds the words of ofjoseph
56wilford woodruff diary 21 and 28 january 1844
57for
for brigham youngs understanding of this concern and of why it was appropriate see his discourses on
Discourses 7289 and 16 february 1847 brigham young papers
october 1859 journal of
ofdiscourses
55ehat

9
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same january
the samejanuary

1841 revelation that spoke of the blessings upon his
own seed also designated his brother hyrum to share with him all the

powers of the priesthood had hyrum outlived joseph he would
have had the authority to preside 58 however in connection with
abo ut his own death the prophet might also have had
premonitions about
presentiments about hyrum for he apparently told newel K
whitney that if he and hyrum were taken away his younger
59 at any rate
brother samuel H smith would be his successor 1159
while joseph felt his entire lineage had a special birthright he was
especially concerned about his own descendants not only did he
bless his oldest son joseph several sources indicate he also left proyoo
unphetic promises about his you
youngest
ngest son david hyrum smith
agest
born yet blessed and prophetically announced
to be at some
future time the ruler of the mormon church is how one nineteenth
century author phrased it citing john M bernhisel an intimate
associate of the family as his source 60 born the november following
the prophets death david would have been conceived in february
after the blessing of young joseph perhaps as the first son born to
joseph and emma after their eternal marriage the first born in the
covenant he was considered to have a special birthright the prophetic promises of future leadership were not forgotten
during february the twelve continued frequent meetings with
joseph many of them for planning a major western expedition to
search out possible locations for the saints some plans for the west
had been formulated at least as early as the winter of 1840 1841
while the twelve were in england and interest had continued so the
twelve were likely neither unaware nor totally uninvolved before this
but now joseph expressly delegated to the apostles the overseeing
and planning for this expedition and in this context the prophet
told them that within five years the saints would be rid of their
5d&c
d&c
dac

12494 95 that the apostles understood this is clear from times and seasons 5 15 october
1844 683 see also times and seasons 5 15 september 1844 650 51
59 william clayton diary 12 july 1844 typescript of entry in possession of author
although the entry
provides no clues as to when the remark occurred it probably came months before had the prophet in the
spring of 1844 seriously considered a succession role for his brother samuel he no doubt would have involved
him more in the instructions and ordinances given to the twelve and others during that critical period the
ehat endowment data summary dates samuels initial ordinances in december 1843 about the time the last
of the apostles were initiated however samuel continued to reside in plymouth settlement outside
nauvoo and was not involved in private preparation or general church affairs nonetheless unlike his
volatile brother william samuel was steadfast and faithful to the prophet and might have played a larger role
carthage jail his obituary extolled him as this worthy
had he not died soon after his brothers murder in carthagejail
if ever there lived a good man upon the earth samuel H smith was that person times and
man
seasons 5 1 august 1844 606
got B H stenhouse the rocky mountain saints A full and complete history odthe
mormons
nhe
the cormons
of nae
ofthe
new york D appleton and company 1873 p 213 see also W W blair diary 17 june 1874 RLDS
library archives where he recorded that james whitehead says david will yet be a prince so it was
predicted by
byjJ S As noted on p 337 brigham young made similar statements on several occasions
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old enemies whether they were apostates or of the world and
asked them to record it as a prophecy 61 for the twelve this was
fulfilled precisely on schedule in the move to the great basin leaving
behind both apostates and old enemies
in late february joseph concluded to defer further discussion of
the west until he organized a long contemplated new council the
now well known council of fifty with assistance of the apostles
who were involved in every facet of its organization and deliberations
the prophet began in early march 1844 to organize and instruct this
forum although a revelation relating to the council dates from that
same spring of 1842 that saw the organization of the relief society
and the first endowments it became in the spring of 1844 the last of
the institutional models that joseph smith would introduce 62
although the council of fifty had no opportunity to mature into
a vital institution under joseph smith its organization was of great
symbolic importance its members thought of it as a government in
embryo one that would in the millennial kingdom have full power
the kingdom is organized wrote apostles young and richards a
few weeks later and although it is as yet no bigger than a grain of
mustard seed the little plant is in a flourishing condition and our
prospects brighter than ever 63 in another letter brigham young
noted joseph had told them the kingdom is set up and you have
the perfect pattern and you can go and build up the kingdom 64
shortly after the organization of this council joseph smith convened the twelve and others for a solemn yet dramatic meeting
above josephs store in the same room where nearly two
the men met abovejosephs
years earlier endowments were first given reminiscent dating of the
meeting as 23 march 1844 may be in error more likely it occurred
between 24 26 march and certainly before 4 april when orson hyde
left nauvoo for his eastern mission 65
depressed joseph smith again exin this extraordinary council a depressedjoseph
pressed forebodings about his own life one thing remained undone he told those assembled before he could go with all pleasure
and satisfaction knowing my work is done and the foundation
wilford woodruff diary 25 february 1844
61for
thee council of
for the results of recent investigations of the council of fifty see D michael quinn th
byustudies
fifty and its members 1844 1945 BYU
studies 20 winter 1980 163 97 and andrew F ehat
it
seems like heaven began on earth joseph smith and the constitution of the kingdom of god
BYU
studies 20 spring 1980 253 80
lock 3 may 1844 brigham young papers see
Hed
bedlock
brigham young and willard richards to reuben hedlock
fay
the church 6351 54
also history odthe
of fhy
64 brigham young to orson spencer 23 january 1848 millennial star 10 15 april 1848
115
65 remarks of orson hyde nauvoo high council minutes 30 november 1844 church archives and
gyi1
gyl
651
times and seasons 5 15 september 1844 65
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upon the
laid upon which the kingdom of god is to be reared
shoulders of the twelve must the responsibility of leading this
church henceforth rest until he admonished the apostles you
concerned that this power
shall appoint others to succeed you
and these keys be perpetuated he noted that since all the apostles
present held the same keys should some be killed others could be orconfirmed
dained to the same calling after this appointment
by the holy anointing under the hands of joseph and hyrum
the
prophet charged them 1 I roll the burthen and responsibility of
leading this church off from my shoulders on to yours now round
up your shoulders and stand under it like men for the lord is going
to let me rest a while 66 the twelve now stood accountable wrote
one of the apostles a few months later to lead this church and to
take the entire responsibility of all its affairs 67
on this same occasion according to parley P pratt joseph conferred the keys of the sealing power on brigham young president
of the twelve the prophet taught them that it was the last key
the most sacred of all and that it pertained exclusively to the
first presidency 68
all of this left an indelible imprint on those present never
shall we forget josephs feelings or his words 69 attested the certificate of the twelve and their subsequent actions and statements
lend credence to the proposition that they did not forget after the
event joseph smith on several occasions publicly affirmed that he
had given the twelve full authority and rolled the burden of the
kingdom onto them many not present at the dramatic meeting itself
later testified that they heard joseph so remark 70 the preparations
were now complete barely three months later joseph smith was
dead
18455 brigham young papers this is an early
undated certificate of the twelve ca fall 1844 or winter 184
and detailed account of the last charge including joseph smiths own language to us on that occasion
as nearly as we can recollect
the apostles first discussed this charge with the nauvoo saints in august
september 1844 later they left dozens of descriptions and testimonies of this event for early printed acalso millennial
aiso
and seasons 5 15 september 1844 650 551 and 5 1 november 1844 698 alsoxillennial
counts see times andseasons
star 5 march 1845 151 the first detailed public discussion was probably orson hydes august address
reported in samuel W richards to franklin D richards letter begun 23 august 1844 franklin D richards
papers church archives
times and seasons 5 15 december 1844 740
6proclamation of parley P pratt 1 january 1845 milz
proclamation
millennial
Mill
1511
ennid star 5 march 1845 15
19 19undated
undated certificate of the twelve ca fall 1844 or winter 1845 brigham young papers
gheber
7heber
heber C kimball testified that hundreds had heard the prophet proclaim the apostles had all the
discourse by heber C kimball
power priesthood and authority that god ever conferred on me
8 october 1852 journal
journalofdiscourses
Discourses 1206 for other examples see the letter to preston nibley copied in
ofdiscourses
of
the lorenzo hill hatch journal 14 july 1906 special collections harold B lee library brigham young
womans journal 17
university provo utah and the statement of james W phippen the young comans
december 1906 54 bathsheba W smith wife of apostle george A smith remembered hearingjoseph
hearing joseph
smith make such a statement publicly and in a private meeting affidavit 19 november 1903 church

archives
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IV

succession

AS IT OCCURRED

initial reaction in nauvoo to news of the murders was profound shock disbelief confusion emotions overwhelmed the
patriarch and prophet gone most of the twelve in the east many of
the saints indeed felt as sheep without a shepherd As william
clayton clerk to joseph smith and intimate of the twelve wrote in
early july

the

the

greatest danger that now threatens us is dissensions and striges
amongst the church there are already 4 or 5 men pointed out as successors to the trustee & president & there is danger of feelings being
manifest all the brethren who stand at the head seem to feel the
delicacy of the business 71

for a time in july many must have wondered what would become
of the church and who could possibly lead them in the prophets
nevertheless once the initial shock had passed this period
of uncertainty was probably less traumatic and undoubtedly shorter
than we have usually thought the wounded john taylor and his
fellow apostle willard richards private secretary to joseph smith
helped maintain order in nauvoo and encourage patience throughout
this period under their direction work immediately resumed on the
temple a visible demonstration that the martyred
marty red leaders labors
matejune
would live after him prompted in latejune
late june to leave his eastern mission parley pratt soon joined elders taylor and richards in nauvoo
the three apostles meeting daily at the bedside of elder taylor and
united in council to the saints brought a measure of calm to replace
initial confusion As parley pratt later described july they were
who strove to
enabled to baffle all the designs of aspiring men
reorganize and lead the church or divide them and to keep the
absence

quoted in james B allen
ailen one mans nauvoo william
alien
1979 58 As mentioned previousqfmormon history 661979
journalofmormon
Clay tons experience in mormon illinois journal
claytona
claytons
ly one of those pointed out as successors might have been samuel H smith
however lucy smith
mother ofofjoseph
joseph hyrum and samuel thought it samuels right to succeed hyrum in the patriarchal office
rather than joseph as head of the church william clayton recorded on 2 july 1844 that mother smith
wants samuel to move into nauvoo and take the patriarchs office an office that ultimately went to younger
brother william smith after samuels untimely death in late july
another of those pointed out during those post martyrdom speculations might have been william
marks a man briefly considered as a possible successor to tojoseph
joseph smith as trustee for the church but newel
tojoseph and the quorum in the most important matters
K whitney argued that markss opposition to joseph
disqualified him from further service see clayton 12 july 1844 typescript of entry in possession of author
moreover william marks could boast neither of lineage designation nor superior ecclesiastical position
those who later argued that william marks as president of nauvoo stake should have succeeded joseph
smith instead of the apostles doing so engaged in wishful thinking sparked by their intense need to find
some acceptable alternative to the twelve and the continuity they represented with the prophets nauvoo
byjames
james monroe 24 april
measures emma smiths similar argument in favor of william marks as recorded by
see joseph smith
1845 copy utah state historical society salt lake city simply does not fit the facts
diary 16 january 1836 joseph smith papers and also the discussion on ap
pp 308 310 12 for the prophets
clear designation of the apostles as superior
71wffliarn
william

clayton diary 6 july 1844

as
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church in a measure of union peace and quiet until the rest of the
apostles returned 72
whatever confusion lingered through july ended in early
august the 8 august vote to sustain the twelve firmly determined
the direction of the church the twelve would lead and their agenda
would be that prepared by the martyred
marty red prophet for reasons that we
shall review not all could accept that decision
the decision
nonetheless was made confusion ended after 8 august those not
responsive to the program of joseph and the appeal of the twelve
faced a clear choice adjust to a continuation under the new leaders or
leave the body of the church only those who made the latter choice
faced confusion about a new leader this becomes more clear as we
examine the events of august and september
though the broad outlines of sidney Rig
dons confrontation
rigdons
with the twelve are well known there are little known but important
aspects of the story worth reviewing first is the frequent assumption
that sidney rigdon had resided in pittsburgh for some time before
the prophets death his virtual absence from the nauvoo records the
winter and spring of 1842 1843 can be traced however to his almost
total lack of involvement in the life of the church rather than to his
removal from nauvoo he did not finally leave nauvoo for pittsburgh until within ten days of the martyrdom 73
second it is important that sidney rigdon broke his self
imposed isolation in april 1844 with a major public address his first
in months this speech appears to have been in part a challenge to
joseph smith a straw in the wind to measure the mounting dissatisfaction with nauvoo developments a testing of his own strength and
Rig dons impressive performance which included many
influence rigdons
allusions to the mysteries undoubtedly entered into the prophets
decision to preach the king follett discourse 74 the experience likely
parley P pratt autobiography of parley P pratt

72 72parley

ed

parley P pratt

jr

salt lake city

deseret book company 1966 p 334
orson hyde testified at rigdons
Rig dons trial that sidney was in nauvoo all the time but he did not attend
65 1
heber C kimball made similar reference
our councils times and seasons 5 15 september 1844 651
dons defender william marks confirmed that sidney was in nauvoo during this period and had
and Rig
rigdons
brief connection with the prophets inner circle before finally departing for pittsburgh times and seasons 5
withoutjosephs
josephs authorization W W phelps introduced sidney rigdon to the
I1 october 1844 664 65 without
circle according to the ehat endowment data summary that was on 11 may 1844 he attended few if any
additional meetings and just over a month later left nauvoo for a nauvoo postmarked letter confirming
Rig
dons presence see sidney rigdon to thomas ford 14 june 1844 church archives see also the
rigdons
nauvoo journal ofjoseph fielding p 155 n 63
nauvoojournal
reminiscences ofjohn W rigdon as well as ehat ed
and seasons 5511 may
Rig dons address began 6 april and was continued the morning of 7 apra
7rigdons
april times andseasons
rigdons
1844 522 24 published only the first pan
part see conference minutes 6 7 april 1844 church archives for
the remainder it seems clear that the prophet s preliminary remarks of the king follett discourse the afterRig dons powerful oratory that morning according to the
noon of 7 april were calculated to contrast with rigdons
minutes joseph told the audience he intended to edify them with simple truths from heaven rather than
please their ears with oratory with much learning
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persuaded sidney rigdon that he had little influence and he quietly
retreated once again from the public scene until his mid june departure for pittsburgh convinced that developing events would result
in josephs death he awaited word that would bring him hurrying
back

although sidney rigdon returned ahead of brigham young and
most of the other apostles his appeals were ineffective the prophets attempt to remove him as a counselor in 1843 as well as his long
estrangement from church affairs was well known even the great
orators lengthy discourse of 8 august fell largely on deaf ears he
simply had little remaining credibility with the saints 75
compare this to brigham young when he addressed the saints
that 8 august he spoke in every respect from a position of strength
he stood as the president of the quorum that had for years proved its
loyalty to the prophet and its effective dedication to the saints once
before when the saints faced disaster in missouri their prophet imprisoned
pri soned the twelve had stepped forward in nauvoo the saints had
learned to rely further on them and to trust them church members
also understood the twelves relationship to joseph smith and in
some measure many were aware of the private training as well as the
public responsibilities finally the church administrative structure
was already firmly in the hands of the twelve under the circum stances there was little reason to look beyond the twelve and cercumstances
tainly no realistic expectation that anyone else could lead the body of
the church without their cooperation
when the apostles returned to nauvoo in early august they encountered not chaos but discouragement and grief though they
were hailed with joy by all the citizens the relief at the return of
A deep gloom
the twelve did not mask deep hurt and foreboding
seemed to rest over the city of nauvoo
thought wilford
woodruff 76 brigham young similarly assessed the scene
the
brethren ware over joyed to see us come home he wrote for they
ware little children without a father and they felt so you may be
sure 77 in the east brigham young had concealed his own pain
and deep sense of loss to buoy up the saints be of good cheer he
comforted when they learned of the martyrdom
when god sends
a man to do a work all the devils in hell cannot kill him untill he gets
through his work so with joseph he prepared all things gave the
according to george A smith at this time stake president william marks had more influence with the
saints than did sidney rigdon nauvoo high council minutes 30 december 1844 church archives
76 wilford woodruff diary 6 7 august 1844
77 77brigham
brigham young to vilate young 11 august 1844 photocopy church archives
75
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keys to men on the earth and said 1I may be soon taken from you

78

in nauvoo brigham faced the larger task of dispelling the gloom and

re
reanimating
animating thousands for whom the prophet had been a daily
strength while the meeting on 8 august was to determine the
leadership and direction of the church it was also to revive the
saints to replace despair with renewed confidence and purpose
the saints looked as though they had lost a friend wrote brigham
young of that day one able and willing to councel them in all
things
in this time of sorrow he continued 1 I arose and
swolen with compasion
companion
spoke to the people my hart was scolen
com pasion towards
them and by the power of the holy ghost even the spirit of the
prophets I1 was enabled to comfort the hearts of the saints 79
when it touches the salvation of the people I1 am the man that
walks to the line said brigham young in september 1844 80 that
sense of concern and duty not ambition best describes brighams
Brig hams
motivation as he addressed the saints on 8 august A close reading of
his remarks then reveals allusions to specific events and understandings associated with the months of private instruction climaxed by the
prophet s dramatic charge to the twelve it was shown wrote one
observer thatjoseph
that joseph had told the 12 after he had instructed them
in all things that on them would rest the responsibility and the care
of the church in case he should be taken away 81 confident in his
authority and in the necessity of stepping out brigham young

presented the apostles as men ordained and anointed to bear off
the keys of the kingdom of god in all the world the church has a
head he told the assembled saints and that head is the apostleship
their place the
if you let the twelve remain and act in theirplace
keys of the kingdom are with them and they can manage the affairs
of the church and direct all things aright 82
to those who would seek to divide the church let them try
it brigham challenged and they will find out that there is power
with the apostles
those who want president rigdon might have
him he added but 1I say unto you that the quorum of the twelve
have the keys
could not another be appointed to lead some
wondered
if one was to be chosen brigham explained the
apostles would have to ordain him unto that appointment for
they had the keys if the saints should choose to follow another
7wilford
twilford
wilford woodruff diary 18 july 1844

brigham young diary 8 august 1844 brigham young papers
times and seasons 5 15 september 1844 648
nauvoo journal of joseph fielding p 15
ehat ed
1555
82 82minutes
minutes 8 august 1844 church archives
79 79brigham
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brigham concluded take him and we will go our way to build up
the kingdom in all the world 83
many of the saints no doubt accepted the twelve without hesitation and without reservation an awareness of the relationship the
twelve shared with joseph and long experience with them prepared
many nauvoo residents to trust the apostles as capable men properly
in place to lead for others brigham youngs review of the apostleship must have brought home the meaning of things they had heard
or witnessed during the prophets lifetime also dozens later testified that josephs spirit or mantle seemed to rest on brigham
transforming him to look or sound like the deceased leader 84 the
saints soon began to see how things were wrote joseph fielding
and that the 12 must now hold the keys of power and authority according to the revelation which says the 12 are equal with the first
presidency
it was now no hard thing determining who should
8
lead the church 85
the results of the 8 august meeting were not ambiguous the
saints wrote brigham young in his diary wanted the twelve to lead
the church as brother joseph had dun in his day
and
with one hart and voice lifted up their hands for the twelve to
preside
that day according to the diary of willard richards
the twelve were unanimously voted
to stand as the first
presidency of the church
the church chose the twelve to be
thare leaders penned heber C kimball by unanimous vote all
wilford woodruff recorded a sea of hands a
seemed pleassed
universal vote for the twelve to stand as the head the first
presidency of the church and at the head of this kingdom in all the
world 86
Preast hood was explained and the
the power of the preasthood
brigham young summarized a few days later
order there off sic
j
boises and hands for the
hol church lifted up there voises
on which the hoi
twelve to moove
hoove forward and organize the church and lead it as
1I 1I

1I

august 1844 church archives and wilford woodruff diary 8 august 1844 this statement was more tactful than that of parley pratt who publicly declared that since the apostles held the keys
parley
benefitted
fitted by them it is their own blessing if not it is their own neglect
beneetted
if the people choose to be bene
pratt stressed that the saints could neither add to nor diminish
dimmish the apostles authority for it came from god
that he could bless their labors with success with or without the aid of the people and in either case he
procconcluded the result of our labours
laboure will be the restoration of the kingdom and government of god
la
star 5 march 1845 15
millennialstar
lamation 1 january 1845 Millennial
1511
84
though there is no contemporary diary account the number of later re tellings many in remarkable
detail argues for the reality of some such experience while it may have convinced some who wavered it
would have functioned more importantly it seems to comfort and provide confirmation to all who witnessed
fromjoseph
joseph
it a sign that the lord was still with the church and that the apostles had the powers claimed grom
from
nauvoo journal of ofjoseph
1555
bhat
ehat ed
joseph fielding p 15
86from
from the 8 august 1844 entries in the diaries of brigham young willard richards heber C kimball
and wilford woodruff although the diaries use the term unanimous to stress the overwhelming vote in
favor of the twelve there were some dissenters
113

minutes

8
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joseph lead it which he added it is our indespencable duty to
due 87
it was indeed a matter of duty if the apostles were to be
faithful to the charge given them by the prophet in march they had
no choice but to step forward and shoulder the burden once they
had the sustaining vote of the saints brigham and the twelve immediately proceeded to business would the people consent to be
pithed
tithed until the temple was complete they asked that same afternoon would they let the twelve regulate the financial concerns of
the church would they let the twelve designate a patriarch from
the smith family and the questions continued in each instance
the twelve received a universal vote of support 88
the ascendancy of brigham young and the twelve can in part be
seen as a natural culmination of the process set in motion by the
prophet in 1841 because of long preparation and the full support of
could now lead firmly without vacillation or
most of the saints they couldnow
delay there would be no spinning of wheels or period of confusion
the day following the meeting in the grove the twelve met with
other church leaders to right up the quorums and give every one
his place 89
89within
within ten days they had prepared detailed plans and
had explained the priorities by epistle to the church abroad and in
conference to the saints at home about one priority there was little
doubt the saints wanted their endowments brigham wrote the
sunday following the crucial meeting consequently work on the
temple is going ahead faster than ever we shall push it with all our
might
all things he could further report are now reviving up

again 90
the saints had needed renewed courage and uplifted spirits

and

the enthusiasm and energy of the twelve helped provide that it
seems likely that the mantle of joseph upon brigham experience
associated with the meeting in the grove a confirmation that the
lord remained with the saints also contributed to renewal along
with confidence in the apostles that feeling
feelirg of assurance released
energy and optimism 1 I never attended a better conference for
A good feeling prevailed wrote one parunion and business
ticipant in the first general conference under the twelve by october
nauvoo had regained full momentum and by the april 1845 conference less than a year after the martyrdom observers commented
brigham young to vilate young

87 87brigham

11

august

1844 photocopy

church archives

wilford woodruff diary 8 august 1844
willard richards diary 9 august 1844
ww
wwillard
dwillard
illard richards diary 9 august 1844
willard
184 brigham young to vilate young
church archives
8

11

august 1844 photocopy
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on the strength energy unity and record numbers of saints attending while noting that more had been accomplished on the temple
than during any other similar length of time 91
what happened to sidney rigdon after the 8 august meeting
was merely postscript acknowledging his earlier years of faithful serfellow shipped him in spite of what they saw as his
vice the twelve fellowshipped
self serving misrepresentations but they would not allow him to
mislead the saints
he shall not lead the innocent to destruction
2292
1192
92
vowed brigham young 1 I say it in the name of israels god 2192
when sidney began privately to introduce things for which he had no
authority including secret ordinations and unauthorized temple
related ordinances they moved to cut him off 93
sidney Rig
rigdons
dons trial 8 september 1844 provided the most extensive public airing of the temple related issues at the heart of succession and served as an important forum for making the saints more
aware of the private instructions keys and anticipated ordinances
listening to the extended discussion many must have felt as one man
expressed two weeks earlier after a related address provided him a
orson hyde told
what it was for that they
new perspective
the twelve were in council with joseph so much last spring he
said thatjoseph
that joseph was preparing them for the work that they have got
to do 94 sidney rigdon had no such preparation
V

A

succession

OF

confidence AND continuity

the twelve appeared
unthreatened and fully confident of their authority before god and
ofjamesj
james J strang or
man whether firm and decisive as in the case ofjamesj
patient as with william smith they always seemed assured of their
own position their reaction to the claims of james J strang illu strates this self assurance local leaders in wisconsin had excomlustrates
municated strang even before the twelve reached nauvoo in early

throughout the

so called succession crisis

nauvoo journal of ofjoseph
joseph fielding p 157 for a review of this period with documentanauvoojournal
generaezationssee sec
see ronald K esplin
brigham young and the power of the apostleship
tion for these generalizations
defending the kingdom through prayer 1844 1845 eighth annual sperry symposium pp
ap 107 11
temes
times and seasons 5 1 october 1844 667
93 specifically
93specifically sidney rigdon was charged with pretending to have the fulness
falness of the priesthood and givAs john taylor explained
apjohn
he has been ordaining men to the
ing it to others when he had never received it asjohn
offices of prophets priests and kings whereas he does not hold that office himself who does not know that
this is wrong
under the circumstances thought john taylor we have been as merciful as we could be in
times and seasons 5 1 october 1844 661 62 see also comments
the fulfillment of our official duties
and seasons 5 15 september 1844 648 652 53
by brigham young and parley pratt in times andseasons
94 samuel W richards to franklin D richards 23 august 1844 franklin D richards papers
the
published minutes of the rigdon trial illustrate many of the issues and principles discussed here see times
and seasons 5 15 september 1844 647 55 and 5 1 october 1844 660 67 the nauvoo journal of
1533 58 provides a more condensed contemporary account from this same perspective
ap 15
joseph fielding pp
91ehat
dehat ed
sehat
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august in a 26 august council the twelve upheld that action by cutstrang and an associate for circulating a revelation falsely
ting off
offstrang
called purporting to have been received by joseph smith
when
james J strang demanded justification for their action john taylor
and orson hyde answered for the twelve they knew of no record
that god had conducted an investigation or debated authority with
lucifer after cutting him off they wrote nor would they your case
has been disposed of by the authorities of the church being satisfied
with our power and calling we have no disposition to ask from

whence yours came 95
throughout this period the twelve acted in a way that showed
they deeply believed all they said about authority and duty 96 perhaps the conviction upon which their bold leadership rested was best
expressed in 1847 soon after their first arrival in the salt lake valley
the apostles testified that an invisible agency had buoyed them
continually making them cheerful in the face of danger stimulating them forward to accomplish the things required at their hands
they had they declared enjoyed the liberty of the sons of light
which is to be exempt from fear from doubt from anxiety about consequences knowing absolutely knowing that all things shall work
together for their good and for establishing the kingdom of god

upon the earth 97
not only confidence but continuity rather than innovation
characterized the leadership of the twelve throughout this period
1 I defy any man to show that we have adopted any measure only
orson hyde challenged during the
what joseph has directed us
september trial of sidney rigdon rather than offering new revelations parley pratt affirmed
we have spent all our time early and
late to do the things the god of heaven commanded us to do
through brother joseph 98
in instance after instance it can be shown that without delay the
apostles continued the measures of the prophet they discussed the
endowment quorum the day following their sustaining and three
days later began presiding over the meetings of the group they
solemnized
solemnizer new plural marriages within weeks of the martyrdom
they continued the prophets emphasis on the temple the nauvoo
see notice in the times andseasons
asee
6311 and the orson hyde john taylor letter
651
and seasons 5 2 september 1844 63
aud
9see
from the august 1846 voree herald
henes as quoted by douglas W larche the mantle of the prophet A
hezes
herdd
phd dissertation
rhetorical analysis of the quest for mormon post martyrdom leadership 1844 1860
university of indiana 1977 p 60
96for
for a detailed examination of the leadership of the twelve in 1845 see esplin brigham young and
the power of the apostleship pp
ap 106ff
97 97norton
norton jacobs diary 8 august 1847 typescript church archives
9 times and seasons 5 15 september 1844
651 and 653
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house the gathering and the west once the temple was sufficiently near completion the apostles administered to thousands of the
saints the same ordinances that they had received from joseph 99
under their direction the council of fifty continued they also
emphasized the principles of priesthood theocracy the prophet had
practiced all things they stressed to the saints must be done ackimn
As heber kimm
cording to the pattern that has been commenced
kirn
kim
ball phrased it in october 1844 we have got to carry out josephs
measures and you have got to assist us 100
As noted earlier not all were equally comfortable with the
nauvoo innovations of the prophet and some critics of the twelve
now came out openly against them this was not necessarily to the
disadvantage of the apostles however for often such a position
served as an implicit demonstration that they followed the deceased

prophet

at least as early as november

1844 for example sidney rigdon
kinltaught that joseph smith had fallen because of polygamy in kirtRig dons principal lieutenant preached that brother joseph
land
and rigdons
was cut off for transgression and the twelve are carving out his principles and with all who follow them are also in transgression 101
he himself rejected the entire nauvoo experience before his excommunication
muni cation he threatened to write a history of the saints exposing
all of their iniquity
since they came to nauvoo 102 later in recormons
Mor mons he stated
ply to a request that he write a history of the mormons
there would have to be two histories for from 1830 to 1840 historical

developments created an unbroken chain of history which then
ended from 1840 on the history of the saints tr ended in a different direction and found its level in the order of things which now
exist in utah he concluded 103 brigham young and the twelve in
other words had followed the nauvoo program of the prophet it is
in the days ofofjoseph
joseph and hyram testified in the nauvoo
very strict in attending to the true and proper form learned from the prophet

99as
As one who had received the endowment

temple the apostles were
nauvoo journal of ofjoseph
nauvoojournal
joseph fielding p 159
ehat ed
100
loo 100epistle
epistle of the twelve times and seasons 5 15 august
times and seasons 5511 november 1844 693 94 the epistle

1844 619 and kimball address reported in
also stressed the keys and power the apostles

had received from the prophet so they could build up the kingdom upon the foundation that the prophet

joseph has laid

p 618

young et al to beloved brethren 31 december 1844 brigham young papers see al
aiso
also
so
BYU Studies 21 winter 1981 57 in his august 1844
thomasj gregory sidney rigdon post nauvoo byustudies
bid for support in nauvoo sidney rigdon publicly professed confidence in the prophet however privately
he said thatjoseph
that joseph had not been led by god for a long time As the apostles recognized and made an issue at
his trial this was an implicit argument that the prophets nauvoo program need not be followed those who
had confidence in sidney rigdon they argued say they believe in joseph smith and at the same time all
their operations are to destroy and tear down what he has built up
und
and seasons 5 1 october 1844
times andseasons
667 see also pp
ap 655 661 666 and 686
102 102minutes
minutes 8 september 1844 general minutes collection
sidney rigdon to william payne 9 july 1858 sidney rigdon collection church archives
loi lolphineas
lol
phineas H
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that those who eventually joined the reorganization
III similarly rejected nauvoo developments the
under joseph smith 111
ili
new doctrines ordinances and institutions of nauvoo are not evident
in that movement
recognizing the basic issue the twelve made the temple a cengod the temple and the
tral symbol of their commitment
twelve became a rallying cry as they pledged to carry out all the
ofjoseph
lived
plans ofjoseph
and died a prophet they affirmed I
joseph dived
wand
dont want any one to fellowship the twelve who says thatjoseph
that joseph is
fallen brigham young announced 104 that is what the dissenters
intimated even when they did not openly proclaim it
the
Brig hamites or Twelvites
twelvites were in truth the real josephites a
brighamites
title by which those loyal to the twelve in kirtland were known by
members of the rigdon faction who proclaimed joseph fallen
like sidney rigdon some others who rejected the twelve eventually acknowledged that the apostles continued what joseph smith
had been about in nauvoo perhaps the most interesting analysis of
this continuity appeared in the whitmerite
Whit merite publication the return
after careful investigation and comparison charles W lamb conwe have seen that the two the nauvoo temple orcluded
also noteworthy

1

dinances
din ances and the utah practices
run
mn parallel all the way through and that the evidence is undeniable
rae
the same and thus brigham and associates
and rag
that the two are one andthe
were truly as they always claimed carrying outjoseph
out joseph s measures in
finishing the temple and giving the kind of endowment they did in
fact I1 believe they have been carrying out the measures of our martyred
marty red
115
105
prophet all the time and in every other particular 135

why then did not this author and those to whom he wrote
follow the twelve it was not because they disbelieved the twelve
were carrying outjosephs
out josephs program but because they had concluded
that joseph and his nauvoo program were not of god As another
thatjoseph
writer in the return wrote of the twelves declarations that the
continue his work
prophet had prepared and charged them to continuehis
we verily believe they thought they were doing the will of god in carrybut we
ing out the measures they knew he introduced with them
never believed those measures were gods work or we should have gone
with them instead of opposing them 106
and seasons 5 15 september 1844 647
und
15 october 1844 683 see also times andseasons
and seasons 5515
times andseasons
earlier brigham young admitted that it made him mad enough to fight to hear any one heap charges on
brother joseph who is dead times and seasons 5 1 october 1844 664
he return 3 february 1891 24
105the
w6lbid
bibid
iibid 2 april 1890 253 54
04 04times
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that analysis focuses on the central issue of the succession period

was joseph smiths nauvoo program of god such concerns over
program complicated succession of course but were not limited to
the succession period they neither began with the death of the
prophet nor ended with the ascendancy of the twelve instead the
prophets death can be seen as a result of this ongoing split that had
its roots in kirtland and continued at least through the exodus
period 107 throughout the years of removal from nauvoo and the trek
to utah 1846 1852 those less committed to the program to the
gathering and a theocratic community to the temple and its ordinances
din ances and above all to plural marriage continued to leave the
church strictly speaking then this was not a succession crisis for
most of the dissenters were less concerned about the ability or
authority of the apostles than about the propriety and inspiration of
measures that had in fact originated with joseph
an examination of dissenters from the twelve demonstrates that
authority was not the central issue As long as his kingdom was
perceived as moderate james J strang for example enjoyed consid erable success in attracting those who sought an alternative to the
siderable
program and direction of the twelve but when he introduced his
own version of the mysteries including plural marriage he lost
adherents as precipitously as he had earlier gained them celebrated
dissenters like william smith and george J adams initially accepted
the authority of brigham young and the twelve parting later mainly
because the apostles exercising that authority frustrated the
dissenters desires 108 following confrontations both men concluded
that it was not to their personal advantage to remain with the twelve
during this period some branches in the east experienced major
to a large extent occasioned by disagreements with joseph smith s directions
nauvoo
voo problems and the removal to
and the subsequent removal to missouri offer an instructive parallel to na
the great basin even without the complications of a succession question losses to the church during
1836 1839 were high indeed the percentage who drifted away in that earlier crisis may have been larger
than the percentage lost during 1844 1849
in letters to brigham young william smith demonstrated his agreement with the position the twelve
had taken and acknowledged brigham young as the highest authority in the church As late as january
1845 he wrote a letter expressing his support for the quorum ofthe
of the twelve as the presidency over the whole
odthe
mkirtland
kirtland problems

and even endorsing parley P pratts major statement about the preparation authority and duty of
the twelve see times and seasons 6 15 february 1845 814
george J adams was called before the twelve in march of 1845 to be tried for his misconduct he
georfe
when georgej
acknowledged their authority in his plea to be saved by those who have the power and authority to do it
undated minutes 15 march 1845 brigham young papers at this trial he confessed his sins and begged
for mercy agreeing to repent and be one with the twelve thereafter only after failing to receive their approbation did he proclaim I cant support the twelve as the first presidency i cant do it when i know it belongs
to josephs son young joseph who was ordained by his father before his death and was still only twelve
george J adams to A R tewkesbury
usurper a tyrant and an apostate georgej
brigham young is a userper
years old
church

1

14 june 1845

church archives
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defections generally however this occurred only where earlier
abuses by william smith george J adams and sam brannan had
divided the branches even before the death of the prophet precipitating a mistrust of the leadership and the program the privations
and hardships of the exodus also contributed to losses it was no
small task to live for several years in temporary homes and makeshift
communities and then with inadequate equipment and insufficient
provisions to move a family across plains and mountains to an unsettled region many who started out with the twelve simply did not last
the course in this context concerns about authority if mentioned at
all were more of an excuse than a cause for leaving
this is not to say that some believing that there should have
been a different outcome did not reject the leadership of brigham
young and the twelve over the issue of authority and succession
itself
it seems clear however that other things personal
discouragement disagreement with the specific actions of indivi duals or concerns over direction motivated so called succession
dividuals
losses far more frequently than did any quarrel over the right and
authority of the twelve to preside and those who raised the latter
on the isssues of
issue often first experienced other difficulties
preparation and authority the twelve were virtually unassailable and
few dissenters ever attempted to make that case against them
several additional things should be noted about succession
period losses first to a certain degree especially initially the losses
were beneficial
during the last months of the prophets life
nauvoo was anything but united some like william law and his
associates actively opposed the prophet while others who resisted
some measures could not bring themselves to break personally with
him their departure following josephs murder left nauvoo more
unified had those most opposed to the program not left the
church could not have experienced the renewal of energy and harmony that saw the rapid completion of the temple and the successful
preparation for the move west As one anonymous letter writer
we need not wonder that the atexpressed in the fall of 1844
mosphere feels more pure and more wholesome for much of the unfruitful and corrupt matter is purged
those not in agreement in
other words had left
and consequently we may expect to be more
healthy log
1092 imes
1092imes
whimes
wtimes

and seasons
andseasons

5

15

october 1844

675
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second aside from the specific need for greater unity theology
suggested that a continual sifting was a necessary part of the process
of perfecting the saints always there would be some who from
weakness or inclination would not stay but their place would be
filled by others although specific losses caused pain and there was
grief over those misled the twelve seem not to have felt threatened
or unduly troubled by this sifting they saw it partly as desirable
and at any rate inevitable by acting boldly they saved the sheep
and none but the goats have gone heber kimball proclaimed in
now unified the sheep like the salt they get from the
1845
shepherds 110
finally it appears that approximately half of those who were
members of the church at the death of joseph smith did follow the
lii
lil
twelve through all the difficulties of the succession exodus period 111
because the prophet had carefully prepared the twelve to provide
continuity and the majority of the saints recognized their leadership
institutional damage to the church was minimal given the circum stances one is impressed not by how many remained behind or
cumstances
were sifted out but by how many traveled west neither the 1844
succession of the twelve to leadership nor the 1846 1852 exodus to
the west resulted in the breaking up of the church
VI

APOSTLES AND THE SONS OF JOSEPH
THE APOSTIES

the sons of the prophet were in

1844 too young to have voice in

or direct influence on succession 112 nonetheless the prophet had
prophesied concerning them and a few dissatisfied with the twelve
or their program may have remained behind with the hope that the
sons would eventually provide an alternative more important some
and perhaps many of those who remained firmly committed to
the twelve and the measures of joseph also expected that in
OT
othomas
thomas bullock minutes 1 june 1845 church archives
homas
bthomas
although more work needs to be done and no incontrovertible figures are yet available current data
suggest that in 1844 there were between 35000 and 40000 members and certainly less than 50000 this
estimate is based on the actual membership represented in each conference in england on census figures
for nauvoo on other vital records that help estimate mormon populations of hancock county illinois and
lee county iowa and on a comprehensive survey of branches for the rest of the united states and canada
thanks to donald L enders of the church arts and sites division and james L kimball of the church
archives search room for sharing preliminary results of work still in progress and to glen M leonard of the
church arts and sites division for sharing the estimates of historian T edgar lyon lyons earlier estimates
suggested a total membership of not more than 34500
112when
young joseph was only eleven and david was yet unborn their mother
when his father was killed youngjoseph
emma did have influence however and was among those who hoped for an alternative to the apostles and
the measures she knew they espoused although she knew her brother in law william smith too well to support him she did briefly consider sidney rigdon and william marks
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time one or the other of the prophets sons would step forward as
leader in the church 113
brigham young and the twelve for their part genuinely hoped
even if they knew enough about emma smiths antipathy to plural
marriage not to immediately expect that the sons would join them
in the west throughout the period of succession and exodus
brigham young responded to questions about youngjoseph
young joseph by causaid
for if the enemies of the church
tioning that little should be sald
saidjor
learned of the promises upon his head it would endanger the boy s
life 114 critics turned such remarks into sinister self serving assertions manufactured merely to blunt talk of a potential rival it seems
more likely that brigham genuinely felt there was danger to the boy
and was sincere in his concern 115 the records preserve no evidence
brigham young feared the potential influence of young joseph or
tried to dissuade him from joining the saints in the west on the
contrary for a decade and more he continued to acknowledge openly
the possibility indeed to invite it and youngjoseph
young joseph received many
invitations from those associated with the apostles urging him to
join them
it should be noted that although the twelve were sustained in
august 1844 as the presidency over the whole church and brigham
young was early acknowledged as president of the church the
apostles employed no language in reference to themselves or to
succession that precluded a future leadership role for josephs
sons even brigham youngs affirmation of the authority of the
twelve before the 8 august vote expressly acknowledged at least a
theoretical possibility of another head
the apostles were the
presidency of the church he declared they stood next to joseph and
held the keys from him and would have to ordain any man unto
that appointment that should be chosen ie if one was to be
the
mthe
athe

stories about young josephs designation circulated widely enough to be preserved in an 1844
publication see henry brown history ofillinois
of illinois new york new york press 1844 p 489 as quoted in
D michael quinn
organizational development and social origins odthe
of the mormon hierarchy 1832 1932
ofthe
A prosopographical study
MA thesis university of utah 1973 p 72 one who followed the twelve
to the west but later became dis enchanted insisted it had been the understanding of the people generally
that the prophets son would one day preside testimony ofjohn
ofjohn H carter complainants abstract p 18
1811
abor
for examples see testimony ofjohn
afor
of john H thomas complainants abstract p 255 and william

smith

A proclamation

warsaw signal 29 october 1845
115in
in nauvoo following the martyrdom there were it appears substantial rumors that all those who held
the highest priesthood keys were in danger see vilate kimball to heber C kimball 30june
30 june 1844 quoted in
ronald K esplin life in nauvoo june 1844 vilate kimballs
BYU studies 19
Kim balls martyrdom letters
winter 1979 238 39 and sally randall to dear friends i july 1844 typescript church archives similarly in september 1844 heber C kimball told a public audience there were present others who held authority
in addition to the twelve but we dont want to mention their names for the enemy will try to kill them
Seasons 5 1 october 1844 664 if
andseasons
those threats were taken seriously it would not be difficult to
times and
ifthose
credit brigham youngs expressed concern that the prophesied heir to the birthright of the prophet might
also be in danger
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brigham young here suggested that not only did the
apostles have authority from the prophet but they also had the
power to convey that authority to others including in time the
chosen

116

prophets sons
presumably it was john taylor who editorialized soon after the
martyrdom in reply to the question who shall be the successor of
joseph smith
be patient he urged his readers be patient a little till the proper time comes and we will tell you all after reporting the vote that the twelve should preside over the whole
church he then promised when any alteration in the presidency
shall be required seasonable notice will be given 117 the editorial
did not shut the door on future alternatives or claim that succession
As brigham young declared in a
was now forever established
7 august meeting with sidney rigdon he with the twelve had the
keys and through those keys could learn the mind and will of god 118
then and in the future they would do with those keys whatever the
lord directed for the leadership of his church
given this apparent flexibility one wonders if the apostles
declined to organize a new first presidency in nauvoo partly in
deference to the prophets sons while that may have been a factor
it is clear that other circumstances more directly influenced their
timing
independent of young joseph it may have been more difficult
for the saints to accept immediately brigham youngs leadership
over the church as the president of a new first presidency replacing
the martyrs than it was to sustain him and his colleagues in their
familiar calling as apostles but if that were the only reason for delay
they would probably have moved ahead with the organization of a
presidency in 1845 or 1846 when critics carped about the defect in
the present organization ie the absence of a first presidency a
quorum that all the saints expected and only sidney rigdon and
james strang provided there is no evidence that the twelve ever
doubted their authority to organize the first presidency and brigham
young later emphasized on several occasions that he had known in
august 1844 they eventually would do so that the apostles failed to
correct the defect even when it became problematical may have
been due to their interpretation of the charge they received from the
prophet not just brigham young or brigham and counselors but
the twelve as a quorum were charged to complete the temple assist
wilford woodruff diary 8 august 1844
5 2 september 1844
632
times and seasons 52
temer
timer
minutes 7 august 1844 brigham young papers
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the saints in obtaining their endowments and find a new home for
the church in the west not until these tasks were accomplished did
the twelve move in december of 1847 to form a new presidency
aware that lengthy discussion and some disagreement preceded
the 1847 decision to organize the first presidency some have felt that
not all the apostles agreed with brigham youngs right to move
ahead even then the minutes demonstrate however that none of
the twelve questioned brigham youngs authority to organize a
presidency or his right to preside over it at issue was the expediency
of organizing then with the twelve functioning so successfully as a
quorum there was hesitancy to change the shape of administration
when no exigency seemed to demand it part of this involved a
realistic anticipation that brigham young as president of the new
first presidency would not involve individual quorum members as
fully in administration as he had as president of the twelve the
apostles had enjoyed and appreciated the opportunity of sharing administrative responsibilities and were reluctant to give that up these
personal feelings along with queries about the necessity for change
prompted the deliberations not differences over doctrine or authority since young joseph had just turned fifteen it is not surprising
that a potential future role for him was not part of the lengthy
discussions

this

119

not to suggest that by 1847 the apostles had forgotten
youngjoseph
young joseph rather that he still had to come of age prove himself
and enter in at the gate to receive authority later statements of
the apostles confirm this attitude in 1856 heber kimball noted
that the prophets boys lay apparently in a state of slumber
though by and by he thought god will wake them up and
they will roar like the thunders of mount sinai 120 in early 1860
brigham young remarked that youngjoseph
young joseph would in time be a good
latter day saint it was president youngs faith that blessings will
rest on the posterity of joseph smith the prophet and the spirit of
the lord will probably rest upon joseph that he will be constrained to
enquire of the lord what he would have him to do there can be no
doubt that brigham young was greatly disappointed to learn soon
after this that young joseph had joined with the reorganization
Brig hams view realizing that the prophets
those apostates in brighams
eldest son had made his choice brigham young concluded that
joseph might be a prophet and do a good work but he never would
is

1I 1I

minutes november and december 1847 brigham young papers
journalofdiscourses
discourse by heber C kimball 29 june 1856 journal
ofdiscourses
of Discourses

46
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now be leader of this people

david would be the leader of the

church 121
ofbrigham
for many years that became the theme of
brigham youngs comments on the sons of joseph smith as the following example
illustrates
that young joseph smith will never be the leader of
the latter day saints to put your minds at rest 1I will say it again while
the sun shines the water runs the grass growes
browes and the earth remains
satterday
Latt erday saints
young joseph smith will never be the leader of the latterday
that joseph the prophet predicted should step
but if david the one thatjoseph
forth to become the leader of this church he will come to us like a little
I1 have already said

child

122

for brigham young the problem with josephs sons was clear they
were following emma bidamon and not joseph the prophet 1 I am
sorry for them and 1I have my own faith regarding them

brigham

young told the saints

think the lord will find them by and by not joseph 1I have told the
people times enough they never may depend on joseph smith who is
now living but david who was born after the death of his father I1 still
look for the day to come when the lord will touch his eyes but 1I do not
look for it while his mother lives the lord would do it now if david
were willing but he is not he places his mother first 123
1I

it is significant that brigham young did not call himself the successor to joseph smith for one thing he believed the prophet held
the keys of presidency over this dispensation for eternity and no one
would or could replace him but more than that he thought of
himself as josephs disciple as an apostle of the martyred
marty red prophet
authorized and charged to carry on his work more than as his successor 124 in 1860 when news of ofjoseph
joseph IIIs
ills joining the reorganizallis
liis
tion began to make a stir in utah heber kimball testified that no
matter how many potential heirs to the priesthood arise 1 I know
that brigham young will lead this people till the time comes for a
change if the lord wants another man to take oversight of this peohe continued he will in due time make it manifest to
ple
remarks by brigham young brigham young office journal 28 february and 15 august 1860
brigham young papers
12 12discourse
discourse by brigham young 7 october 1863 brigham young papers
3 discourse by brigham young
journalofdiscourses
27 august 1874 journal
ofdircourses 15136
24brigharn young indicated he was uncomfortable personally being sustained as the prophet seer and
brigham
revelator while he often claimed to receive revelation he said the title itself always made me feel as
though 1I am called more than I1 am deserving of 1I am brigham young an apostle ofjoseph smith and also
Discourses 5296 he called
journalofdiscourses
ofjesus
discourse by brigham young 6 october 1857 journal
of jesus christ
coed
ofdiscourses
of
himself an apostle ofofjoseph
joseph smith and a witness that joseph was a man of god and had the revelations
Discourses 3212
ofjesus
journalofdiscourses
of jesus christ discourse by brigham young 17 february 1856 journal
ofdiscourses
of
12
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president young in the meantime the saints could rest assured that
brigham young was the man to lead and that he would lead them
president young said heber kimball was the legal adaright
ministrator and successor
the legal successor of ofjoseph
joseph smith
in responding brigham young once again left open the door

the brethren testify that

brother brigham is brotherjosephs
brother josephs legal successor you never heard me say so 1I say that 1I am a good hand to keep
1I do not think anything
the dogs and wolves out of the flock
being josephs successor
about beingjosephs
but concern myself with father
what do you require of me and what can 1I do to promote your kingdom
on the earth and save myself and brethren

As to the sons of the prophet brigham remained certain that they
were in the hands of god and that if ever they made an appearance
before the saints full of his power there are none but what will
125
amen we are ready to receive you
say
the sons brigham young emphasized must come in through
the gate by that he meant they must qualify themselves by obedience and worthiness and then receive the keys from those who
received them from their father before they could have a place in the
sess one particle of
poessess
kingdom 126 young
poes
joseph does not pressess
youngjoseph
priesthood brigham reminded the saints in 1866 he had made

another choice but still president young had hope for the other son
I am looking for the time when the lord will speak to
of promise
david he continued but let him persue the course he is now per
suing and he will never preside over the church of jesus christ of
latter day saints in time or in eternity he has got to repent
embrace the gospel of life and salvation and be an obedient son of
god or he never can walk up to possess his right if he would walk
in the true path of duty concluded brigham it would be his right
to preside 1 I hope and pray that he and the whole family will
repent 127
what might have been if the son of the prophet had taken the
only legitimate course to obtain the keys and powers of the holy
concluded one
Melchi
sedek priesthood is not for us to say
melchisedec
melc4isedek
melchisedek
meichi
nineteenth century writer
but the facts are that he holds neither
1

june 1860 journal ofdiscourses
of Discourses 8274 275 and discourse by
journalofdiscourses
brigham young 3 june 1860 journal
ofdiscourses
of Discourses 869
126126joseph
III
harn young on where to find the proper gate not on the necessity
joseph smith 111
brigham
lii disagreed with Brig
111
of entering the gate
ili said noting
it is not necessarily a birthright to be president of the church joseph III
that such leadership comes by virture of the fitness and qualification I1 may say good behavior and the
discourse by heber C kimball

125 125discourse

3

seeing the need for ordination as well as birthright and
designation he claimed authority through zenas gurley and william marks see complainants abstract
choice of the people recognizing a call or right

pp
ap 78 79 and

81

discourse by brigham young

127 127discourse

7

october 1866 brigham young papers
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priesthood nor presidency today
could brigham young and the
to day
twelve have harmonized apostolic succession with lineal rights had
the sons ofofjoseph
joseph come to them this same author argued that even
had they been worthy and ordained to the fullness of the priesthood
held by the prophet it would not automatically follow they would
preside over the church heirship relates to priesthood but not
necessarily to presidency he thought 128
while it is not possible to know what might have been it is
clear that brigham youngs perspective allowed for presidency the
ofjoseph F smith may provide the best guide as to how
experience ofjoseph
As a son of
ofhyrum
hyrum smith joseph F also had a birthright relating to
priesthood and to office he had first to demonstrate worthiness and
commitment but the fact that he was ordained to the apostleship at
an early age was not unrelated to his lineage and though he was a
man of ability it was similarly not unrelated to his lineage that there
were several discussions about placing him at the head independent
of his turn by apostolic seniority however in each instance the
apostolic order was maintained it was believed nonetheless that
the senior apostle held the keys to know the mind and will of god
and had the right if god directed to designate another if a son of
the martyred
marty red prophet had come into the church it is possible he
did joseph
would have been so designated otherwise he might as didjoseph
F smith son of the martyred
marty red patriarch eventually have presided
over the church as senior apostle
III
lii through these years
and what was the thinking of joseph 111
why did he not claim his station in his memoirs he wrote of an 1856
visit by his cousin george A smith and erastus snow who urged him
to go to utah for they really thought that my place the principal
reason he declined the invitation he told them was his disbelief in
yes 1I
what they taught and practiced polygamy they asked
whatthey
whattley
he replied to
could never accept or countenance that doctrine
mormons
would have been tantamount
Mor mons he thought
join the utah cormons
to admitting that his father was responsible for and the human
would
wouldnot
author of that system which he did not and wouly
wonnot
to
not
ot believe
wounot
or
admit that my father was the author of such false theories
that he practiced them in any form was not only repulsive in itself to
my feelings and strongly condemned by my judgment but it was
contrary to my knowledge of and belief in him 129

woun

charles W penrose in millennial star

30 july 1886 485
ap 431 32 as reprinted in the
the saints herald 15 january 1935 p 79 and 2 april 1935 pp
wthe
joseph smith 111
memoirs qfpresidentjoseph
III
iff
ili 1832 1914 ed richard P howard independence mo herald
ill
of president joseah
publishing house 1979 pp
ap 31 and 70 71
31

athe
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1860 as he took the helm of the
reorganization 1 I know that many stories are now being circulated
in reference to what will be the result of the step 1I have taken he
wrote acknowledging that many believed he would emigrate to salt

he published these feelings in

lake he concluded

to those who know me

it is needless for me to say that 1I am not going
to do any such thing while the doctrine of polygamy and disobedience
countenancer there
numbers of my readers
to the laws are countenanced
know my sentiments in regards to those obnoxious features of utah
mormonism 130

it was the program and not the authority of the apostles that
111
joseph III
ili rejected indeed there is evidence that he saw the twelve
as the proper authority to succeed the prophet in 1844 even as late
as 1865 he argued that the apostles had properly rejected sidney
rigdon and legally excommunicated him 131 nonetheless he felt
justified in refusing to follow them because in his view they introd uced new doctrines and practices 132 he never accepted that
troduced
these measures of brigham young and the twelve had originated
with his father
once joseph 111
III
lii made his choice the hopes of brigham young
and others for the posterity of joseph centered on david when it
became evident that david too declined to lend his talents to his
fathers work anticipations shifted to a more remote future time for
the fulfillment of the prophets predictions apostle john henry
III
smith wrote to his cousin joseph 111
lii in 1886

the promise made

to your father that in him and his seed all of the
families of the earth should be blessed cannot fail if you and your
gadwill
god will raise up
brothers fail to come forward and perform your part godwill
through your children or childrens children seed that will yet honor all
of his laws sustain every principle being mighty among the saints for
your fathers words will not fail 133

3
00the
true larter
Latt
dag saints herald may 1860
day
satterday
1860pp 171 as quoted in larche the mantle of the prophlatterday
larrer
latter
larf
larterDay
et p 204
13 joseph smith 111
III
ili
lii supported the authority of the twelve in a debate with rigdon follower stephen post
sidney rigdon pp
ap 65 66
see stephen post to james post 25 december 1865 quoted by gregory
questioned many years later about the possibility that the prophet had left the apostles at the head even
III
as had jesus joseph smith 111
ili is said to have replied yes they were the proper persons to take the lead at
111 18 march 1896 independence mo
photocopy church
fathers death interview with joseph smith III
archives it appears he believed the apostles possessed proper authority until they introduced doctrines and
practices subversive of the faith of the church causing god to reject the church in its organized quorum
complainants abstract p 83
capacity
mcomplainants
complainants abstract p 70
letterbook 28 april 1886 p 622 western americana J willard marriott library
john henry smith Letterbook
university of utah salt lake city as quoted by buddy youngreen sons of the martyrs nauvoo reunion
byustudies
1860 BYU
studies 20 summer 1980 370
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earlier george Q cannon of the first presidency had publicly expressed a similar opinion faithful men might have less faithful sons
he tu aught
ught but
faithful posterity will come just as 1I believe it will be the case with the
prophet josephs seed
just as sure as god lives just as sure as
god had made promises so sure will some one of joseph smiths
posterity rise up and be numbered with this church and bear the
everlasting priesthood thatjoseph
that joseph himself had it may be delayed in
the wise providence of our god
but these promises are
unalterable 134

progress in the kingdom did not however depend on that
falness of
timetable
able men stood steadfast exercising that fulness
priesthood authority they had received directly from the prophet As
brigham young assured the people many years before although
joseph smith lived and died a prophet sealing his testimony with
1I
his blood the voice of the lord is still heard for this people
never pretended to be joseph smith he continued nor the man
who brought forth the book of mormon but I1 do testify of the truth
of it instructed prepared authorized of ofjoseph
joseph 1 I am an apostle
135 while brigham young and the apostles stood
135while
to bear testimony 155
ready to make room for the seed of joseph they resolutely pursued
the goals and managed the stewardship left them by their martyred
martyred

prophet

discourses 25367
discourse by george Q cannon 16 november 1884 journal of
ofdiscourses
discourse by brigham young 7 april 1850 general minutes collection
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